Discovering the Entrepreneur in You !!!
Aiding in Setting Up your Start-Up

Call for
BIRAC Innovation Fellows
University Innovation Cluster (UIC)
Anna University, Chennai

University Innovation cluster established by BIRAC in Anna University is a pre-incubation Centre to fund and foster innovations and entrepreneurship of Post master students & Post-docs to start own businesses. The attractive fellowships are highly competitive. Motivated students with keen eye for innovation and drive for start-ups can apply with their business proposition to Anna University UIC.

Who can apply
Applicants who have completed their Masters and Ph.D. on OR after 1st January 2013 for Post Master and Post Doctoral Fellowship respectively

Scope & support of BIRAC Innovation Fellowship
- It is for marketable Innovation in Biotechnology Sector
- Focus areas of Anna University UIC are:
  Healthcare Diagnostics and Bioprocess Technology
- BIRAC Innovation Fellowships:
  - Post Docs: Rs. 50,000/- per month and BIRAC Innovation Grant of Rs. 5,00,000/- per year
  - Post Masters: Rs. 30,000/- per month and BIRAC Innovation Grant of Rs. 2,00,000/- per year.
  - Grant period is 2 years; extendable by 1 more year depending upon the progress in achieving commercialization
- Mentoring support and Project monitoring by UIC, BIRAC and Industry

Proposal submission closes on

For Details Contact: Chief Coordinator, University Innovation Cluster, Centre for Biotechnology, Anna University, Chennai 600025. e-mail : uicbau@gmail.com. Tel: +91 – 44 - 22541939

“For Igniting New Market Led Ideas”
Supported by
Biotechnology Industrial Research Assistance Council
(A Govt. of India Enterprise)
Setup by Department of Biotechnology, Govt of India